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Building Resilience
Evidence-Based Practices to Start Today





“Workshop”

Try on to see how they fit

Bridge the “knowing-doing gap” [how?]



The Quiz at the End

✓ What did you take away from today?  
(what seemed most valuable)

✓ What do you plan to do after this?



Resilience

The capacity to navigate challenges and 

stressors, and rebound from adversity, 

ideally growing in the process





The “Big 4” Universal Human Needs

* Contribution / Calling  (Purpose, Meaning)

* Choice / Control  (What I do and How I do it)

* Capability / Competence  (Learning, Pride)

* Connection / Community  (Belonging, Respect)



Values Clarification

* What is most important to you in your life?

* Why did you choose your discipline or career?

* Writing Exercise:   Stream-of-consciousness 

writing about what is important to you, why, 

and what role you play(ed) in sustaining it



Human Nature = Notice the things that go wrong, the rest 

melts into the background

Three Good Things

* Three things that went well today (can be small)

* What was my role in creating each?

-- When:  Immediately before sleep

-- How Long:  at least 7 consecutive days



Assignment:  Three Good Things

* Three things that went well today (can be small)

* What was my role in creating each?



3 Good Things (sort of) . . . a Different Flavor

Three things I like about myself, that make me a good ____.    

(teacher, friend, parent . . . depending on the primary 

role that day)

E.g., I am a good ____ because I  [quality, skill, ability].

When:  To start the day

Results:  self-reported more engagement, perceived 

effectiveness, more energy



Using a Personal Strength in New Ways

1) Identify a personal strength

For example . . .

Cognitive (curiosity, creativity, wisdom)

Emotional (authenticity, bravery, persistence)

Interpersonal (kindness, love, social intelligence)

Civic/Community (fairness, leadership, teamwork)

Transcendence (appreciation, hope, humor, religiosity)



Using a Personal Strength in New Ways

1)  Identify a personal strength

2)  Find a new, different way to use that strength

How Long:  at least 7 consecutive days

Resources:  https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/via-survey/

http://happynesshub.com/research-use-your-strengths/

https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/via-survey/
http://happynesshub.com/research-use-your-strengths/


When things don’t go the way we’d like . . .

Cognitive Therapy

Rational-Emotive Therapy



• In a group meeting Nicole says something about John 

and John leaves the meeting upset.  What caused 

John’s negative emotion?



Objective 

Reality FEELINGS



STORY

Objective 

Reality

FEELINGS



Cognitive Reframing/Restructuring

The “cognitive” part of cognitive-behavioral 
counseling (most prevalent approach; well-researched)

ABC Model:   Adversity  – Belief(s) – Consequence(s)

(Facts) (Story) (Feelings)



Cognitive Reframing/Restructuring

✓ Make the beliefs/assumptions conscious

✓ Examine their rationality

(truthfulness or usefulness)

Requires repeated practice, writing over well-
ingrained (automatic) cognitive pathways

Common set of underlying beliefs . . .



Examining truthfulness of underlying beliefs:







Appraisal of an Adversity (“Explanatory Style”)

✓ Degree of Control

✓ Breadth or Pervasiveness

✓ Duration

Resilience is related to a tendency to view adverse 
events as relatively controllable, isolated, and 
temporary.

If that tendency doesn’t come easily for you . . .





The Power of Expressive 
Writing About Traumatic or 

Stressful Experiences

✓ Focus on thoughts and 
feelings about the 
event/situation

✓ Write nonstop, no editing 
or overthinking, stream of 
consciousness

✓ At least 20 minutes?



Prosocial Behaviors

✓ Start the day with intention of performing a 
specific “nice” thing 3 times during the day

✓ E.g., compliments, smiles, helpful task, “surcie” 
(virtual vs. in person)

✓ Track progress





➢

➢

➢

➢



✓

✓
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Multitasking?









Closing the Knowledge-Practice Gap

7 Free Apps for Guided Meditation Practice

• Insight Timer – in addition to a timer, a trove of guided meditations, talks, 
and music -- organized according to how much time you have

• Calm – tips and guided meditations for various purposes, including brief 
“sleep stories”

• Stop, Breathe, & Think – basic tutorial on practicing mindfulness, as well 
as numerous free guided meditations

• Let’s Meditate – 30 free guided meditations

• bNirvana – free guided meditations ranging from 5-30 minutes

• Aware – free 7-day course to get you started, then numerous free guided 
meditations and breathing exercises, tips, and reminders

• Simple Habit Meditation – 50+ free meditations





The “Big 4” Universal
Human Needs

* Contribution / Calling

* Choice / Control

* Capability / Competence

* Connection / Community

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



The Quiz at the End

✓ What did you take away from this 

workshop?  (what seemed most valuable)

✓ What do you plan to do after this?



Closing the Knowledge-Practice Gap

✓ Social/Public Declarations: Teach it, preach it

✓ Implementation Intentions:  “When X, I’ll do Y.”

✓ Situational Inducement – Alter the surroundings

✓ Monitoring/Documenting Your Behavior

✓ Schedule Review of Progress, power of the calendar
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